Pearsall: Class of ’78 Squadron 5 Aggies Muster

Former members of Squadron 5, all Class of ’78, gathered together to Muster during a 40th Reunion at Yo Le Digo Ranch in Pearsall. Former C.O. Tom Menefee and X.O. Mark Fair led the ceremony. Mark Herod hosted and Filthy Fifth Fighters came from as close as San Antonio and as far as Baltimore, Maryland. A $500 donation was raised for The Association of Former Students on behalf of the Squadron 5 Class of 1978.

Class of ’78 Aggies in the back row are Mark Herod, Earle Gallagher, Vince Roach, Paul Grice and Robert Broussard; front row are Bill Rademacher, Carter Roper, Tom Menefee, Mark Fair, Leonard Gulig and Chris Jones.